Evaluation of
Organ stresses
Intoxications
Fungi/Parasites
Virus/Bacteria
Allergies
Vitamin/Mineral Deficiencies
Dental Foci/Disturbance Fields
Psychological Stresses
and much more …

VEGATEST expert
An essential evaluation tool used by practitioners worldwide
As the leading manufacturer of medical diagnostic and therapeutic devices, we are ISO 9001 certified, internationally tested and approved.

As part of the more than 1200-member Grieshaber team, our engineers – working closely with physicians and therapists – develop diagnostic and therapeutic devices for your practice and the health of your patients.

Aims of the VEGATEST method:
– Simplify your evaluation
– Effective causal determination
– Making the evaluation understandable to the patient
– Better practitioner-patient relationship

VEGATESTing is the consistent continued development of Dr. Voll’s Electroacupuncture, in which the organism’s response to the appropriate test information is queried at a single skin-measurement point, with a reproducible measurement result.

The VEGATEST method has been under continuous development and improvement since 1978. Testers who have mastered the basics of testing and filtering can actively recognize the links between cause and effect.

First, perform an Energy Screening to evaluate the patient’s regulatory and energy situation. Then track down cranial foci and dental disturbance fields with a buccal current measurement. Besides symptoms, test for the causes of allergies. Perform targeted tests that go beyond the long-since proven (by psychoneuroimmunology) connections between physis and psyche.

Additional areas of evaluation:
Organ weakness, pesticide and insecticide burdens, deficiency symptoms, parasite infestation, heavy-metal intoxication and dietary intolerances etc. are traced and prioritized.

**VEGATEST not only simplifies diagnosis, but also optimizes therapy:**
The Remedy Test, in successful use now for many years, ascertains the compatible, effective prescription for each individual patient.

Once the proper modality and products are given, it becomes easy to monitor the wellbeing of your patient. The Biological Index is a quick way to evaluate the degree to which your protocol is working.
The VEGATEST expert
Perfection in Electroacupuncture
For decades now, practitioners in virtually all areas of medicine have relied on the holistic diagnostic information from this successful and reliable testing method, a synthesis of millennia-old Chinese medical knowledge and cutting-edge western technology.

Thanks to recent technological advances, the VEGATEST expert is a very compact device, whose logical layout makes possible a multitude of single and combination measurements.

The VEGA Duplex Storage (VDS)
Quick, proven, meaningful testing
The VEGATEST method was developed in the late 70s. Since then, researchers and users have continued to look for new ways to store information on various types of media, and then to recall them from storage for testing purposes.

Testing with the “VEGA Duplex Ampules” amounts to a revolution in VEGATESTing. It is hard to believe how much time a VEGATESTer can save by using the “VEGA Duplex Storage” (VDS) unit.

The special kind of storage also guarantees a high quality standard of every VDS Ampule.
Energy Screening

Saving time with Guidance Diagnostics

Energy Screening’s fully automatic sequencing gives the VEGATEST expert a survey measurement capability that provides information about the energetic state, regulatory ability and possible foci and disturbance fields. The time requirement for the measurement is very small; the measurement takes only a couple of minutes and gives a quick overview of the patient’s state, broken down into 7 segments.

Of course, the measurement results can be printed out via an attached printer or filed on a PC.

VEGATESTing

In VEGATESTing, there is a distinction between basic testing and organ testing, as well as filtering, and testing for remedy tolerance and effectiveness. These measurements are performed at one reproducible point that is optimally prepared for testing (by the band-speed technique). The results give the practitioner various indications as to resonance of various substances introduced in the circuit. This quick and effective method help determine the state in which the body finds itself.

Measuring Buccal Currents for Peak and Chronic Stress

Measuring galvanic buccal currents is gaining importance (and not just in dental practice) to get a better idea of the patient’s overall burden. The VEGATEST expert measures and displays the maximum measured values – either between two teeth or between a tooth and the mucous membrane of the mouth – numerically (µA, mV, µW) and graphically. The numbers and bar graphs can both be printed out at any time or filed on a PC.

To determine the patient’s chronic stress, an additional measurement in µJoules is performed, as per the research work of Dr. Kramer (dentist).

Using Pulse-Current Therapy to find Disturbance Fields

Time-tested low-frequency pulse-current therapy, using either 10 or 13 Hz signals to perform rolling, cross-hatching, moxa and suffusion, is also possible with the VEGATEST expert.

The SI CARD

Magnetic-field treatment has a secure place in orthodox medicine. This biophysical method is implemented via the SI CARD. The magnetic field is used as a biological-systems information carrier. The SI (Systems Information) CARD is recorded with information and worn next to the skin in accordance with the test results. How long it is worn is determined on an individual basis.

Clear and logical menu structure
EVALUATION RESULTS

Data Interpretation

1 & 2: The Biological Index relates to the soft interstitial connective tissue (mesenchyme) that is also known as the “basal system”. The mesenchyme’s functional state reflects the patient’s biological age, i.e. how “worn out” the body is. Biological Age is subdivided into 21 biological age tiers, in which the first tier corresponds to a state of full health and the 21st to death. In this case, the patient’s non-specific Biological Index (BI) is 13/17. A Biological Index of 13 indicates the possible presence of clinically detectable disturbances; age tier 17 usually indicates the presence of overt clinical diseases.

3-10: Superordinate causal diagnostics: The patient has been subjected to an electromagnetic force field. Moreover, there is severe intoxication that further filtering differentiates as an amalgam burden. A combination test procedure (filtering) reveals that the food allergy is also due to the intoxication. Experience has shown that vaccination stress can be successfully eliminated with vaccination nosodes (which need to be tested out individually). One often encounters depressive tendencies in patients with heavy-metal burdens – which, of course, are further intensified by acidosis.

11-15: Localizing symptoms via organ testing: The tested ampules Hypophysis and Glandula suprarenalis cortex indicate exhaustion due to chronic stress, which agrees with the patient’s descriptions in the anamnesis. Lungs, pancreas and cervical vertebrae are the most affected by the tested-out toxic burdens. Combination testing (filter procedure) further reveals that the causal disturbance fields are situated in the head.

16-24: In the head, teeth in the first quadrant respond. Tooth 16 (corresponding to pancreas/stomach in Chinese 5-Element Theory) tests out as the primary disturbance field. The filter procedure is used here to test out a cyst and pulpitis, with the pulpitis having higher priority and being responsible for the pancreatic symptoms.

Summary

Priority testing then finally reveals 4 primary issues: electromagnetic stress (BI 18), Intoxication 1/substantial (BI 16), cranial foci (BI 17) and nosode “chronic pulpitis” (BI 18).

These main problems – cranial disturbance field intensified by electromagnetic pollution – plus the substantial intoxication are now treated first. Tooth 16 must be cleansed and the toxins diverted. This tooth problem point can also be seen in the buccal current measurement illustration to the left.

The next testing session can determine to what extent there has already been some improvement, whether the dentist was successful and which therapies in these important treatments are indicated for follow-up treatment.

This approach has the advantage of finding and treating the serious problems first, which means that the patient notices a rapid and clearly perceptible improvement. This in turn also increases the patient’s readiness to participate actively in subsequent therapy to strengthen his powers of resistance and stabilize the immune system.

These values were obtained from a patient measurement session. The illustration depicts the data from the post-measurement printout.
The optionally available VEGA PC Documentation explains how to connect to IBM compatible PCs and includes complete documentation for VEGATEST expert measurement.

**The PC Software explains:**
- Patient management
- VEGATESTing
- Energy Screening
- Dental Measurement
- Stimulation Current Therapy
- SI CARD creation
- Meridian Status
- Individualized commentaries

Patient management is clear and simple. The software conforms to Windows standards and is compatible with PCs running Windows 95 or later.

Information and documentation: all sessions are stored under the patient’s name. A concise directory window lists all sessions and their dates. Any data can be printed out at any time.

Information on other VEGA devices and training seminars can be obtained by calling +49 78 36 – 50 219